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While many are concerned over Brexit's  implications , real es tate is  expected to do jus t fine

 
By BRIELLE JAEKEL

While Brexit negotiations still remain at a standstill, the possibility of a future "Light Brexit" is  revealing to have a
significantly positive impact on British affluent.

According to a report from Euromonitor, those with a disposable income of $75,000 or more will benefit from the
healthy economy that a softer Brexit would create. However, the most severe "No-Deal" Brexit could open up the
potential for a significant increase in poverty.

"The richest segment of consumers (with a household disposable income over US$75,000) would see the largest
expansion in this scenario, as an improved economy results in movement up the income pyramid," said Media
Eghbal, head of countries' analysis at Euromonitor International. "This will enhance discretionary spending
prospects by this segment with a US$6.0 billion increase in real terms from the baseline in 2019."

Brexit issues
While light Brexit is  only 5 to 15 percent probable, as the United Kingdom and the European Union hash out the final
details, this would be the significantly more beneficial outcome to affluent consumers.

Inflation rates would remain below 2 percent, at 1.8 percent annually, which is within the Bank of England's target.

A Light Brexit would mean that the U.K. would still allow a softened immigration control along with access to the
common market and passport rights for the financial sector.

Unfortunately, the more likely outcome will be the No-Deal Brexit scenario in which the U.K. will sever all ties with
the E.U.

With Light Brexit, London will remain strong with financial prospects retaining passport rights, likely meaning that
affluent consumers will maintain their trust in the city. If a Light Brexit were to occur, London would likely see
39,700 more affluent households in 2019.

The luxury goods sector would also remain strong. Imported goods will see a less harsh impact. British GDP could
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see a growth of 2.3 percent in 2019 with Light Brexit, compared to a 1.4 percent increase without it.

Rolls  Royce is  one of the UK's  luxury car brands  that could be affected by pos t-Brexit trade policy

Beauty and personal care may improve 5 percent more than standard industries.

However, real estate spending will likely decrease by 1.2 percent year-over-year.

While there will likely be no escaping the impact on tourism. Euromonitor is predicting a 645,000-drop in inbound
tourists in 2019 due to the increase of the pound.

Brexit news
Many were surprised when British Prime Minister Theresa May issued a statement supporting a snap election in
April, but Parliament quickly voted in overwhelming numbers to enact the early election in the United Kingdom.

Many were confident Ms. May and the Conservative Party would prevail, just as many were banking on a surprise
win for Labour Party leader Jeremy Corbyn, whose fiery rhetoric in support of the working class drew massive
support (see more).

The general election held in the United Kingdom on June 8 led to a more divided Parliament as the Conservative
Party lost its  majority.

Instead of solidifying Ms. May's support and quieting opponents of her Brexit plans, the election tipped the debate in
the Labour party's favor, creating more uncertainty surrounding the UK's strategy for its diplomatic break up (see
story).

After the surprise election results in the United Kingdom that saw the Labour Party win far more seats than any
anticipated and a hung Parliament, British luxury is now trying to frantically decide how this new paradigm will
affect the industry.

The primary issue of a hung parliament is the uncertainty and difficulty in making strong decisions. With Brexit on
the horizon poised to have a major effect on every aspect of the British economy, especially the luxury industry, a
hung parliament could make negotiating a favorable deal difficult (see more).

"London in particular will experience healthier prospects for its richest consumers, buoyed by fresh confidence in
the City of London as it retains passporting rights for the financial sector," Ms. Eghbal said. "This will mean a more
positive outlook for the high-end and luxury goods sector.

"We expect 39,700 more top segment households in London in a Light Brexit in 2019 compared to our baseline," she
said.
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